Unique
qualities of

Global Ground
Solutions
Customer Service
To revive the lost art of true customer
service. Performing our tasks in a honest and
professional manner. To never forget our clients
are the foundation of our company.

Experienced Team
Global Ground Solutions employs only
experienced field staff. Many team members
have been in the ground stabilization industry
for over five years and have held the title of
“supervisor.” This ensures that the men and
women working on your project will be able to
confidently handle any and all situations.

Advanced Equipment
Global Ground Solutions has an advanced
mechanic and machine shop dedicated to
building the most advanced and highest quality
equipment in the industry. With every project
being unique we are able to custom design and
build specialized equipment to complete your
stabilization projects.

Quality Workmanship
Global Ground Solutions is dedicated to using
only the highest quality personnel, equipment
and repair programs in the ground modification
industry. Quality is never an accident; it is always
the result of focused intention, sincere effort,
intelligent direction and skillful execution.

what we offer
our clients

Immediate response to bid requests.
To bring the job in on schedule and proposed budget.
To cause little or no collateral damage to the property.
To maintain an informed and happy client throughout the project.

td-75 tei Rock Drill
The TD-75 TEI Rock Drill is powered by 50
HP electric motor with a drilling torque up to
10,000 ft/lbs. The rigs unique design allows
the tracks to close to a width of 30 inches
enabling it to drive through most doorways
and limited access areas.

tK-50 Putzmeister
The TK-50 Putzmeister concrete pump is
powered by a 96 HP Deutz diesel engine and
is capable of pumping 54 cubic yards per
hour at a maximum of 1150 PSI.

Self-Contained
20 ft Drill Trailer
Our self-contained 20 ft drill trailer was
designed to provide everything Global Ground
Solutions needs to complete the drilling
process, without having to unload heavy
equipment on the project site.

Transit, Rams
& Power Pack
In the field, this combination of equipment
provides us with the pinpoint accuracy and
maneuverability needed to complete any
ground stabilization project.

INNOVATIVE Ground Stabilization & Sinkhole Repair.

LIST of Services
Pressure Grouting		
Compaction Grouting		
Chemical Grouting		
Slurry Grouting			

Underpinning
Micro Piles		
Auger Case Piles
Grade Beams

Office: 727.856.9062
Fax: 727.856.9091
Office@GlobalGroundSolutions.com
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